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a b s t r a c t 

Covalent inhibitors targeting the main protease (M 

pro , or 3CLpro) of SARS-CoV-2 have shown promise in preclin- 

ical investigations. Herein, we report the discovery of two new series of molecules that irreversibly bind to SARS- 

CoV-2 M 

pro . These acrylamide containing molecules were discovered using our covalent DNA-encoded library 

(DEL) screening platform. Following selection against SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro , off-DNA compounds were synthesized 

and investigated to determine their inhibitory effects, the nature of their binding, and to generate preliminary 

structure-activity relationships. LC-MS analysis indicates a 1:1 (covalent) binding stoichiometry between our hit 

molecules and SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro . Fluorescent staining assay for covalent binding in the presence of cell lysate sug- 

gests reasonable selectivity for SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro . And lastly, inhibition of enzymatic activity was also observed 

against a panel of 3CLpro enzymes from different coronavirus strains, with IC 50 values ranging from inactive 

to single digit micromolar. Our results indicate that DEL selection is a useful approach for identifying covalent 

inhibitors of cysteine proteases. 
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The pandemic of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) sweeping across

he world has caused huge losses to lives and economies since its out-

reak in December 2019. [1–2] Despite the promising efficacy of vac-

ines in preventing COVID-19 [3–5] , developing effective oral drugs for

he treatment of coronavirus infections remains urgent. Various strate-

ies have been applied to find small-molecule drugs for the treatment

f coronavirus disease including the repurposing of known anti-viral

rugs, high-throughput screening campaigns, virtual screening, and AI-

acilitated drug design. [6–11] 

The main protease (M 

pro , or 3CLpro) of SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes

OVID-19, is one of the potential targets of drug repurposing or de

ovo design, due to its critical role in coronavirus replication and tran-

cription. [12–14] In addition, M 

pro is a highly conserved cysteine pro-

ease among coronaviruses, but with no analogues in the human pro-

eome in terms of recognition sequence and cleavage site [15] , which

akes it a promising target for designing small-molecule drug candi-

ates. A series of ketone- or aldehyde-based covalent inhibitors of SARS-
Abbreviations: DEL, DNA-encoded library; M 

pro , main protease; TCI, tar-geted cov

on’s tyrosine kinase; JNK1, c-Jun N -terminal protein kinase 1; Fmoc, 9-fluorenylme

ulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 
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oV-2 M 

pro that interact with the catalytic Cys145 at the active site

f this enzyme have been reported, and crystal structure analysis indi-

ates reversible covalent binding with Cys145 in the main pocket. [16–

7] These inhibitors are generally derived from the previous anti-viral

rugs, and possesses a peptidic scaffold and aldehyde functional group

or reversible covalent binding. Considering the reported mutations of

ARS-CoV-2, it is vital to develop alternative scaffolds and new war-

eads, to overcome possible resistance mutations of the coronaviruses.

18] 

With several covalent inhibitors approved for cancer treatment dur-

ng the past decade, recent interest in covalent drug discovery has

piked. [19–21] However, finding targeted covalent inhibitors (TCI)

s still challenging. Collections of molecules containing suitable elec-

rophilic warheads are lacking, and a major risk of high-throughput

creening of these low chemical diversity collections is the interfer-

nce by over-reactive electrophiles. [22–23] An alternative strategy of

enerating TCIs is to modify known non-covalent ligands or fragments

y attaching an electrophilic group that can react with a proximal nu-

leophilic amino acid, which is usually a cysteine, but can be serine,
alent inhibitors; LC-MS, liquid chromatog-raphy/mass spectrometry; BTK, Bru- 

thyloxycarbonyl; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; SDS-PAGE, sodium dodecyl 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of the covalent DNA Encoded Library 4 
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yrosine or a few other amino acids as well. [24–26] However, the

ool of known non-covalent ligands to select from is usually not large

nough, and the rational design of potent covalent ligands from frag-

ents that bind the target non-covalently can be a daunting task. There-

ore, the combination of readily produced DNA-encoded libraries (DEL)

f electrophiles coupled with a covalent selection method can provide

 promising way to address these limitations and challenges. [27] 

DEL is an emerging technology that allows constructing and screen-

ng millions to billions of compounds, in a cost-effective and efficient

anner. [27–35] Several laboratories have investigated the use of DELs,

mploying widely varied formats, to discover covalent hit molecules.

han et al. reported the discovery of a covalent inhibitor of MAP2K6

ith the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC 50 ) 4.5 𝜇M using a template

EL strategy. [36] Zimmermann et al. showed the identification of co-

alent binders against JNK-1 using an encoded self-assembling chemical

ibrary. [37] Zambaldo et al. used a DNA library in a microarray format

o discover covalent hits against kinases MEK2 and ERBB2. [38] Zhu

t al. demonstrated the use of an on-DNA tool compound with HRV 3C

rotease. [39] And perhaps most relevant to our work, Guilinger et al.

eported a covalent DEL selection to identify Bruton’s tyrosine kinase

nhibitors. [40] Despite these examples, covalent DEL selection against

rotein targets remains challenging in a few aspects: 1) the diversity of

ovalent libraries in terms of electrophiles with different reactivity; 2)

he optimal incubation conditions for different protein target and elec-

rophile combinations; and 3) methods of achieving adequate signal-to-

oise to identify potential covalent hits from one round of selection,

articularly against target classes other than kinases. 

In this study, we utilized a self-designed and constructed covalent

EL, in combination with an optimized covalent screening method, to

iscover novel covalent inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro . The potential

ovalent binders were validated through off-DNA compounds synthesis,

ovalent binding analysis, and functional assay. Our results indicate the

easibility and effectiveness of covalent DEL selection for hit discovery,

n particular against viral proteases. 

esults and discussion 

ovalent DEL Libraries 

DNA encoded library technology adopts split-and-pool strategy to

enerate combinatorial small molecules, each labeled with its unique

NA sequence. Our DNA encoded covalent libraries were designed with

hree or four cycles of chemistry plus the coupling of electrophiles.
80 
fter testing the stability of different covalent electrophiles in DNA-

ompatible reaction conditions, 3 common covalent electrophiles focus-

ng on targeting cysteine were chosen for library construction, to create

 complexity of more than 600 million chemical structures. One of li-

rary (library 4) is taken as an example ( Scheme 1 ). 191 Fmoc amino

cids at cycle-1 (referred to as BB1) were first installed by acylation re-

ction onto the primary amine on the oligonucleotide headpiece after

ncoded with 191 unique oligonucleotide tags. After pooling, deprotec-

ion of N -Fmoc, the cycle-1 product was split into 28 wells, and encoded

ith 28 oligonucleotide tags prior to installing 28 Fmoc amino acids at

ycle-2 (BB2) by acylation reaction. After pooling, deprotection of N -

moc, and splitting again into different wells, 191 unique Fmoc amino

cids at cycle-3 (BB3) were reacted though amide bond formation af-

er encoded with 191 unique oligonucleotide tags. Through pooling, N -

moc deprotection and encoding with a unique oligonucleotide tag, the

lectrophiles were then attached to the intermediate libraries by amide

ond formation in the last synthetic step. Thus, the same intermediate

ibraries were reacted with different electrophiles to produce a series of

ibraries with variable electrophilic warheads. A brief illustration of our

ovalent DEL libraries are listed in Table S1. 

ovalent DEL Selection 

A general procedure of covalent DEL selection includes incubation,

mmobilization, wash and elution. Note that the incubation time, con-

entrations of the covalent libraries, and the amount of target protein

eed to be assessed through condition optimization, as the optimal in-

ubation condition might vary from case to case depending on the ac-

essibility of cysteine among different protein targets and the desired

it profile. 

Briefly, 3CLpro was incubated with the 10 pmol covalent DEL pool,

omprised with 9 libraries with a total of 1.87 billion diversity in Tris-

Cl (pH 7.5) buffer at room temperature for 1 hr. The 3CLpro protein

as then immobilized on the Ni-NTA beads matrix through C -terminal

xHis-tag. After three rounds of washing steps to remove unbound li-

rary members, protein: library-member complexes were eluted from

he matrix by addition of 250 mM imidazole 30 min, and size exclusion

hromatography purification was performed to remove excessive imida-

ole from the elution. The purified samples were then subjected to PCR

mplification and NGS sequencing, similar to our previously published

rotocols for DEL selection for reversible ligands. [41] It is worth noting

hat the competitive elution method does not completely eliminate the

resence of non-covalent binders. 
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Figure 1. Cubic plot of libraries with preferred 

scaffolds and the corresponding structural features, 

where each axis represents one cycle of chemistry, 

and the size of each dot proportional to the copy 

counts of a unique compound. ( A ) For series 1, the 

BB2 and BB3 showed clear structural features with 

various BB1. ( B ) For series 2, the BB2 showed en- 

riched structural features with aromatic substitu- 

tion of BB3 and various BB1. 
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The structure of enriched molecules was decoded through the DNA

ranslation table from the sequencing data set. Further analysis of the

ffinity selection output was performed using Spotfire and presented in

 cube view ( Fig. 1 ). Compounds that were over 5 folds enriched than

verage are shown with the cube, where each axis represented build-

ng blocks used in cycle-1, cycle-2, and cycle-3 chemistry, respectively.

ach blue dot represents a unique compound, and the size of each dot

s proportional to the copy counts of each compound. Through clus-

ering analysis of building blocks in different cycles, unique structural

atterns that represent potential hits can be identified. Features sharing

ne or more building blocks can be easily recognized in the cube view

s lines or planes. [41–42] Analysis of these data revealed several fea-

ures from two enriched libraries. The first DEL (Panel A) provided two

ighly enriched (and related) clusters, with the cycle-2 synthon being

 -tolyl or 3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl substituted proline, and an amino

cid with a 2-methylallyl substitution at cycle-3. There was no prefer-

nce for building blocks at cycle-1, and the amino acids varied greatly.

here is also a strong feature from the second enriched DEL (Panel B).

nriched building blocks in cycle-2 share a similar structural pattern as

iperazine substituted benzoic acids. Building blocks at cycle-1 contain

aried amino acids, and building blocks at cycle-3 contain aryl rings

ttached to the cycle-2 building blocks by Suzuki coupling. 

We also compared the data performance with that of another re-

orted elution method: heat-on-beads. [39] With the heat-on-beads

ethod, unbound molecules were removed through 5 min heat at 95°C.

olecules bound to target protein immobilized on affinity matrix after

he heat elution were directly amplified by PCR on the beads for se-

uencing. The cubic scatter plot of the heat-on-beads elution method

as shown in Fig S1. It was found that in the same covalent libraries,

he heat-on-beads elution method did not show clear structural features.

t is possible that the on-bead PCR step resulted in higher background

ignals and lower the signal-to-noise ratio in this case. 

n-DNA Compounds Assay 

We first re-synthesized the potential hit molecules with their DNA

ags attached, employing the same protocols as used in previous library

ynthesis. [41] These unpurified products were analyzed by LC-MS prod-

cts and by-products (i.e. truncates) annotated. The product samples

ere then incubated with SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro and a gel shift assay was

erformed to test for covalent binding. The results of this preliminary

ssay (Fig S2 and Table S2) showed covalent binding of molecules from

oth hit series to SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro . With these preliminary results in

and, we proceeded with off-DNA synthesis. 
81 
ovalent Binding Assay for Off-DNA Compounds 

To validate the covalent binding of the potential hits identified

ased on our data analysis, we synthesized two series of compounds

ith different substitutions, including target products and potential

y-products. The compound synthesis strategy was to keep the main

caffold of each series and explore the varied building blocks as re-

ealed by the data analysis. For series 1 ( Fig. 1 A), five different amino

cids from building block 1 were selected for 3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl

ubstituted proline scaffold ( 1a-e ) respectively. For series 2 ( Fig. 1 B),

he compounds 2a-b were synthesized to test if the additional build-

ng block at cycle-3 is necessary for activity. Compounds 2c-d are the

ull-length compounds with aromatic substitutions at cycle-3. In all

ases, the site of the DNA-linker was replaced with methylamide group.

he synthetic route and protocol for each compound are provided in

he supporting information. All the compound structures are listed in

able. 1 . 

Intact mass spectrometry (MS) of proteins are widely used in the con-

rmation of covalent binding and has also been developed as a screening

ethod for fragment-based covalent screening. [26] Therefore, the in-

act MS of SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro was analyzed before and after incubation

ith compounds. Incubations were initially performed with each com-

ound at 100 𝜇M for 1 hr at room temperature, and covalent binding

as detected for compounds from both series ( Fig. 2 A). We then varied

ncubation times from 1 hr to 24 hrs and observed a time-dependent

ncreasing of labelling percentage. As shown in Fig. 2 B, the maxi-

um labelling percentage was reached after 24 hrs incubation, suggest-

ng the relative slow reactivity of the compound 1e with SARS-CoV-2

 

pro . 

As an alternative method to prove the covalent binding of com-

ounds with target proteins, we synthesized fluorescent analogs (Cy5

abeled) of compounds 1a and 2a . These Cy5 labeled compounds were

hen incubated with SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro at 100 𝜇M for 1 hr at room tem-

erature. SDS-PAGE analysis of the resulting mixtures was then per-

ormed, and the fluorescent signal of Cy5 was measured and compared

ith protein bands detected by Coomassie blue staining. The overlap

f Cy5 signal and Coomassie blue stained SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro indicates

ovalent binding of compounds 1a-Fluo (compound 1a-Fluorescence)

nd 2a-Fluo (compound 2a-Fluorescence) ( Fig. 2 C). To gain a sense of

he selectivity of our molecules, we further investigated the reaction

f 1a-Fluo and 2a-Fluo with SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro in the presence of cell

ysate, where the strongest Cy5 signal still overlapped with Coomassie

lue stained SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro ( Fig. 2 D ). These results suggest our hit

ompounds are moderately selective for SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro . 
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Table 1 

Structures of off-DNA resynthesized compounds from two series. 

Figure 2. The covalent binding of hit compounds as determined by LC-MS and fluorescent staining assay. ( A ) Representative protein intact MS of hit compound 

covalently binding with SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro . ( B ) Time-dependent increasing of the labeling percentage for compound 1e as determined by LC-MS. ( C ) Fluorescent 

analogs (Cy5 labeled) of compounds 1a and 2a were synthesized and incubated with SARS-CoV-2 Mpro. SDS-PAGE analysis of the resulting mixtures was 

then performed and the Cy5 signal which overlaps with the protein bands (Coomassie blue) suggested the formation of covalent complex between protein and 

hit compounds. 1a-Fluo and 2a-Fluo represent compound 1a- and 2a-Fluorescence respectively. ( D ) Similar fluorescent staining assay as in 2C was performed for 

covalent binding in the presence of cell lysate. The Cy5 signal which is mainly corresponding to the target protein bands (Coomassie blue) suggested the formation 

of covalent complex between protein and hit compounds. 

82 
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Table 2 

Summary of the enzymatic activity and inhibitory activity against SARS-CoV-2 infection. 

Compound # SARS-2 a IC50 ( 𝜇M) SARS-1 a IC50 ( 𝜇M) OC43 a IC50 ( 𝜇M) MERS a IC50 ( 𝜇M) 229E a IC50 ( 𝜇M) HKU1 a IC50 ( 𝜇M) NL63 a IC50 ( 𝜇M) 

1a > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 

1b 22.8 47.8 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 

1c 61.6 61.7 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 

1d > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 

1e 2.0 3.5 37.4 > 100 1.8 19.5 > 100 

2a 36.5 74.2 45.9 > 100 > 100 52.2 > 100 

2b 51.0 93.1 66.6 > 100 > 100 80.1 > 100 

2c > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 

2d > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 

GC376 0.013 0.026 0.014 0.153 0.026 0.012 0.052 

a The IC 50 value as determined by the enzymatic assays of the corresponding main protease. The values were calculated from ten data points with two independent 

determinations. 

Figure 3. Time-dependent enzymatic assay of compound 1e for SARS-CoV-2 

main protease. The IC 50 value with 1 hr and 16 hrs incubation time were 15.9 

𝜇M and 1.9 𝜇M respectively. The values were calculated from ten data points 

with three independent determinations. 
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Figure 4. The inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 infection and the effect on cell viability 

of compound 1e . The antiviral EC 50 value was 33 𝜇M, CC 50 value was more than 

100 𝜇M. The values were calculated from ten data points with two independent 

determinations, using 2 uM CP-100356 only group as a control for 0% inhibition. 
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Next, we investigated the inhibitory effect of our hit molecules

gainst the main protease of different coronaviruses including SARS-

, SARS-1, OC43, MERS, 229E, HKU1 and NL63 CoV. [15] The results

re summarized in Table 2 . Compound 1a-b appears to be the most

otent overall, and compound 1e possess the lowest IC 50 value against

ARS-CoV-2 M 

pro . Compound 1e also showed the highest covalent bind-

ng percentage as judged by LC-MS, suggesting that enzymatic inhibi-

ion results from covalent binding. It is not surprising that these com-

ounds show activity against main proteases of other coronaviruses, es-

ecially for SARS-CoV-1. The main proteases in different genera possess

equence identity close to 50%, along with high tertiary and quaternary

tructural conservation especially in the region around the main pocket.

43] Moreover, we tested the inhibitory effect of our hit compound 1e

gainst the main protease of SARS-CoV-2 at 1 hr and 16 hrs. The re-

ults showed that as the incubation time increases, the IC 50 decreases

 Fig. 3 ), which is consistent with the time-dependent nature of covalent

eaction. 

ARS-CoV-2 Antiviral Assay 

We wonder if these compounds are functionally active in the cellu-

ar assay of SARS-CoV-2 infection. With reference to the reported strat-

gy on antiviral assays in co-dosing P-glycoprotein transport inhibitor

o reduce cellular efflux, the cell was treated with compound 1e ten-

oint dose from 100 𝜇M in the presence of 2 𝜇M CP-100356, which is

 known P-glycoprotein transport inhibitor to suppress the high efflux

otential of the assay cell line. [44] As shown in Fig. 4 , compound 1e
83 
howed inhibitory effect against SARS-CoV-2 infection by the cellular

ssay. The 50% effective concentration (EC 50 ) was around 33 𝜇M while

t was found with moderate cytotoxic activity up from 100 𝜇M. The cy-

otoxicity and relative higher EC 50 in cell-based assay might be arise

rom the off-target effects previously identified from gel shift assay in

he presence of cell lysate. Further optimization work is needed to ad-

ress this problem to achieve higher potency and selectivity. 

olecular Modelling 

In an effort to understand the key interactions between SARS-CoV-2

 

pro and the covalent binders, we performed covalent docking on 1e

nd 2a . [45] Our docking results showed that both 1e and 2a formed

ydrogen bonds with Gly143 in the active site ( Fig. 5 ). However, their

inding modes were significantly different. In compound 1e , the 3-

trifluoromethyl)phenyl group was accommodated in the S4 subpocket

onsisting of Met165, Leu167, Phe185, Gln189, and Gln192. [ 46 , 47 ]

eanwhile, the R 1 moiety at cycle one, a benzyl group in 1e , was fit

nto another subsite S1 comprising of Phe140, Asn142, His163, Glu166,

nd His172, which might explain the weaker binding affinities of 1a and

d in this series, as the proper size and the aromaticity of the R 1 group

eem to be important ( Fig. 5 A ). A hydrogen bond was also formed be-

ween the terminal methylamide group and Glu166. For compound 2a ,

 plausible binding mode was observed and shown in Fig. 5 B . The R 1 ’

roup of 2a was near the S4 pocket, but did not extend into it. Further-

ore, the significantly reduced binding affinity of 2c and 2d may be

aused by the steric hindrance between the non-hydrogen moieties of

 3 ’group and Thr25 in the vicinity. The methylamide group at cycle-

 for both 1e and 2a was found to at the edge of the binding pocket,
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Figure 5. The covalent docking poses of com- 

pounds ( A ) 1e and ( B ) 2a . Orange and green: 

carbon; Blue: nitrogen; Red: oxygen; Yellow: 

sulfur; Cyan: fluorine. The red bar in ( B ) indi- 

cates the potential steric hindrance when R 3 ’ is 

a heavy atom or a functional group. 
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hich allows for the exit of the DNA tag. These results shed insight on

he further hit-to-lead optimization to develop compounds with better

ctivity. 

To date, the main challenge in developing novel covalent inhibitors

s a lack of chemically diverse compound collections available for high-

hroughput screening. To circumvent this problem, drug hunters often

ocus on the addition of electrophiles to known non-covalent binders

sing rational design techniques. However, this strategy has disadvan-

ages including long time-lines and a lack of chemical starting points.

48] Herein we demonstrate the use of DNA-encoded libraries to di-

ectly discover covalent hit molecules against the protease SARS-CoV-2

 

pro , complementing recently published work targeting a kinase using

imilar techniques for library production and selection. [40] Two novel

ovalent hit series against SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro were discovered. These hit

olecules bind SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro covalently in a 1:1 stoichiometry. En-

ymatic activity against a panel of main proteases was determined, and

he most potent molecule ( 1e ) shows activity against 6 of the 8 main

rotease homologs. The most potent compound also showed inhibitory

ffect against SARS-CoV-2 in cellular assay. Lastly, the binding model

f our hit molecules with the main pocket of SARS-CoV-2 M 

pro was an-

lyzed by the molecular modelling, and further optimization appears

ossible. 
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